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Crime Mapping in GIS by Using Hotspot 
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Abstract: 
Police forces use hotspot mapping to provide a single out towards to resource 

allocation, ensuring police officers are posted to areas of high crime where their existence will 

have the most smash. Hotspot intelligence products are reliant on crime data sourced from police 

databases, and positional mistake in this data will have an impact on the accuracy of the hotspot 

maps make. The position of crime hotspots varies across both space and time. Crime mapping 

and analysis play an integral role in essentially advanced form of crime representation, 

visualization and respond satisfactorily to the problem of criminality. It also lets the analysts to 

figure out how crimes are spread evenly over the zone. GIS plays an effective role in mapping 

of crime. This paper puts on the diverse utilities of hotspot in GIS to recognize the crime in 

addition to encourage the advancement of investigation inclination strategy for policing. The 

functional approach in the present investigation for crime mapping can be successfully applied 

for improvement of user-interfaces stage for the advancement of safe city strategies. 

Keywords: Crime mapping; Spatial; GIS; Hotspot; Spatial Temporal analysis; Crime; 

Forecasts; Postional Errors; Predictive ability; Temporal information. 

1. Introduction 
For the last few years a new worldwide 

socially order leads to the growing ratio on the 

criminal activities and raise the need to 

investigate latest methods to deal with 

information about criminality [1]. Crime 

mapping and spatial analysis of crimes are 

acknowledged as strong method for the 

learning and control of crimes because crime 

maps help one  to investigate crime data and 

enhanced perceptive not only why a crime 

raises, but where it is taking place. 

“Hurtful work or need against the masses 

as the State needs in similarity with stop yet 

which, above conviction, is culpable by means 

of fine, detainment, as well as death. No 

organization constitutes a crime unless it is 

pronounced pecan inside the lawful rules on 

the nation. Crime is unlawful attempt up to 

desire is denied by method for the law. Blame 

is habitually called an 'offense'. A few people 

put on shirts so much discourse 'it's 

exclusively unlawful if ye reach got’ [2]”.  
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Straightforward maps, as show the areas 

the place violations or centralizations of 

wrongdoings hold came to fruition perform 

keep matured as per assist endorse watches in 

similarity with areas those are generally 

required. Approach producers inside police 

divisions may utilize more convoluted maps in 

congruity with inspect patterns among 

criminal movement, and maps may also 

demonstrate important between settling 

destructive cases.  

For instance, analysts can likewise utilize 

maps as per better catch the looking examples 

on progressive hoodlums then as per speculate 

the place this guilty parties may live [28]. 

Utilizing maps so help people envision the 

geographic parts on wrongdoing, be that as it 

may, is presently not limited as per law 

requirement. Mapping is capable outfit 

particular records with respect to blame or 

criminal conduct in impersonation of 

lawmakers, the press, yet the general open. 

Crime mapping answer three main 

subprograms within crime investigation [9].  
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 It uses visual and statistical analyses of 

the spatial conducting crimes and other 

types of actions. 

 It allows analysts to associate spatial and 

non-spatial data.  
 It furnishes maps that are helped to put 

across analysis results. 

 

2. Crime Mapping Currently 

Colleague effect neither provides careful, 

true and adequate matter not far from protect 

nor does it help in development goals and 

decision support. Spatial data analysis help one 

investigates crime data and enhanced 

perceptive not only why a crime rises, but 

where is taking place [3]. An acronym in light 

of Geographic records Systems that alludes 

after current portable workstation transcription 

up to desire catches, records, stores and 

examinations information regarding 

utilizations of earth's floor. It is additionally 

portrayed by method for paying for actualities 

alluding to as indicated by applications and in 

that place areas of floor surface sure as 

roadway, video show units exercises as much 

she happen, recovery or show of uncommon 

information, as pleasantly as, mapping [27]. 

It additionally involves geographic 

profiling the place areas are carefully entered 

by method for address, GIS thrived along the 

upward push concerning automated pc 

mechanical insurgency or has subsequently 

some separation measured as per remain 

completely phenomenal into settling many 

entangled social, monetary then politic 

inconveniences of humankind. Effectively, 

such has settled much injustice issues in the 

predominant world [26]. 

2.1. Getting Guilt to a Map 

It is nonetheless workable in imitation of 

leading easy offense mapping through 

occupying pins between maps; alternatively 

crimes facts (both entire into entire or 

exclusively) contain a multiplicity on spatial-

transient data [23].  

Unless the records are mechanized then 

examined utilizing fitting programming, 

substantial tests also, clear procedures, so 

statistics intention remain usually inaccessible 

to both specialists also, professionals. The 

excellent programming arrangements are 

usually eluded in accordance with so 

geographic information frameworks, or GIS. 

GIS maintain spatial data of 3 essential ways: 

records are eking out away namely focuses, 

traces then polygons [22].  

 

While spatial data are last as like focuses, 

traces and polygons, characteristic records are 

critical proviso the spatial records is in 

accordance with hold extra than shallow honor 

crimes records are mapped by a procedure 

called Geocoding [4]. 

Geographic statistics frameworks (GISs) 

improve PCs in conformity with speak 

according to and observe spatially associated 

wonder. All GISs bear twin functions: 

 

(i) To show maps then geographic 

components, because example, 

obliqueness locations (focuses), 

streams (lines), yet assessment tracts 

(polygons)  

(ii) To utilizes a database supervisor so 

arranges and relates faith facts to 

specific information highlights.  

 

A GIS use an advanced information 

database in conformity with interface spatial 

records in accordance with wise data. Several 

varieties over coordinating calculations 

possess a GIS in imitation of connect then 

preserve upon spatial connections amongst 

geographic yet enlightening data [25]. The 

potential according to interface or keep above 

spatial connections among statistics units 

characterizes a GIS [24]. The uncovering was 

undiminished close to handsome after goals 

 

 To pick out warm spots as nicely as 

much using army because of specific 

sorts on crime. 
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 To help police in conformity with take 

strong measures kind of expanse 

regarding legion in area Inclined 

according to crime. 
 To build over a methodological law 

because of wrongdoing mapping 

making use of GIS. 

3. Geographical Information System 

and Crime Mapping 

GIS play an essential role in crime 

mapping and analysis. The ability to contact 

and procedure information quickly, whereas 

displaying it in a spatial and visual means 

allows agencies to deal out assets rapidly and 

more successfully. The mainly dominant beat 

in law enforcement is information technology. 

Geographical information system is an 

information system that describes the objects 

with location [6]. 

A geographical information system 

convert physical elements of the real world 

such as roads, rivers, mountains, buildings into 

forms that can be visualized and analyzed, 

such as banking system, climate system, 

oceans, traffic, educational system police 

information about crimes,. GIS utilizing two 

sorts of information model vector and raster 

information. Vector deals with the discrete 

objects and raster deals the continuous objects 

[20]. Both vector and raster are not the same as 

every other After collection, edition and 

approving this data spatial analysis permits the 

assessment of these attributes and with the 

following space, it gives a geographical value 

to any geographical wonders. The usage of 

geographic data framework for wrongdoing 

mapping maps, envisions and analyzes crime 

hot spots along with other vogues and forms. It 

is a basic constitute of offence judgment and 

the protect deposit [7]. A GIS applies pair 

types of make to suggest objects and locations 

in the real world These are denoted to as 

polygon, point, line and image features. 

The spatial data may be the location. GIS 

not only permits consolidation and spatial 

analysis of the data to discover, capture and 

indict mistrust, but it also helps more positive 

measures in the course of helpful allowance of 

resources and better policy setting. In the next 

section of the paper we provide a framework 

of crime mapping that include background, 

methodologies and conclusion [18]. 

4. Background 

Back the emergence of crime mapping 

technologies in the 1980‟s and 90‟s 

intelligence led policing has become a vital 

piece in the attack against crime for police 

forces all over the world. Analysts and police 

are expected to work hand in hand in the 

avoidance and distinguishing of crime and the 

proactive establishment of solutions [5].  

Hotspot mapping is described by Chainey 

as one of the nearly accepted procedures used 

by crime analysts to exact police solutions 

[21]. In these times of austerity, with decreased 

numbers of officers it becomes even more 

major for police forces to have a select 

approximate, utilizing hotspot intelligence to 

make sure that police solutions are intensive on 

areas of high crime concur that where hotspot 

policing attempt are in place a clear trimming 

in crime is perceived, though the rationality of 

any hotspot mapping approximate is only ever 

as good as the source crime data used to create 

these maps in the first location [19]. 

5. Literature Review 

Till our study for this proposal shows that 

despite the advancement in the technological 

field still outdated methods are being used for 

mapping and tracking the crime in the society. 

This practice of outdated methods produces a 

major gap between the response from police 

or action bodies and the criminals [9]. This 

happens due to the use of slow method (i.e. pin 

maps) to detect the crime location. The 

outdated method makes a huge waste of 

manpower and time resources, and produces 

frustration in the police department. Hence the 

latest technology like Geographical 

Information System (GIS) must be used to 

map and detect the crime location in order to 

make quick response to the crimes [8]. 
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6. Methdology 

After reviewing several papers, we have 

summarized different methodologies that help 

Authors to understand spatial analysis of 

crime. 

 

 Identifying Hotspots 

Hotspot technique is basically used to 

identify areas where crime levels are high. The 

Hotspot analysis tool identifies spatial clusters 

of statistically significant high or low value 

attributes. Different methods for hotspot 

detection are as follows [11]: 

1. Data Acquisition  

Crime data from any GIS could be 

calculated in spatial and attribute or non-

spatial data and there are diverse procedure for 

getting these data. 

2. Spatial and Non Spatial Data 

Acquisition  

In Data acquisition crime mapping and 

investigation establish GIS scenario can be 

done by using Interpolation Method. The data 

were derived in the form of latitude and 

longitudinal values of the given area and it 

was fed in to an excel file (Windows 2007). 

After his, the file was bring and change to GIS 

territory. In this paper Hotspot is used for 

crime mapping and analysis [12].  
3. Interpolation by using Hotspot 

Technique 

Interpolation methods are used to compute the 

unrevealed gap of attentive points by 

mentioning to higher gap data of adjacent 

points. Between many Hotspot techniques. 

 

 
 

 Generating Hotspots 

Hotspot mapping is established on the 
hypothesis that region of high crime will 
exhibit as a clustering of points in a spatial 
distribution The elevation of clustering in the 
data will impact the predictive capability of the 
hotspots construct [10]. 

The crime reports of 2015 and 2016 were 

geocoded with the XY locations. Only the 

network constrained crime events were 

included in the analysis. House robberies, 

burglaries, crimes against persons, and other 

petty crimes are not part of this analysis. A 

total number of 2059 crime events in 2015 and 

2016 were geocoded. The points were snapped 

to the lines by using the RTW tools for ArcGIS 

developed by Wilson in 2015 [17]. 

Table I. Overview of the four most common 

hotspot mapping Techniques. 

Hotspot 

procedure 

How it 

works? 

Benefits 

Spatial 

Ellipses  

 

Uses 

STAC 

(Spatial 

and 

Temporal 

Analysis 

of 

CRIME) 

applicatio

n to 

identify 

hotspot 

Size and 

alignment of 

each hotspot 

is easily 

visualized.  

No reliance 

on defined 

geographica

l 

boundaries.  
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areas and 

fit a 

standard 

deviationa

l ellipse to 

each 

hotspot 

area.  

 

Grid. 

Thematic 

Mapping  

 

Uniform 

grids are 

drawn 

over a 

study area 

and 

thematical

ly shaded 

based on 

the 

number of 

crime 

points 

within 

each grid 

square  

 

Equally 

sized grid 

squares 

means 

hotspot 

areas can be 

easily 

identified 

without risk 

of 

misinterpret

ation 

Thematic 

Mapping of 

Geographic 

Areas  

 

Hotspot 

areas are 

based on 

defined 

administr

ative or 

political 

areas. 

Each area 

is 

thematical

ly mapped 

based on 

the 

number of 

crimes 

occurring 

within 

them  

 

Reflects 

areas and 

boundaries 

used by an 

organization

.  

Thematic 

map 

produced is 

logical and 

easy to 

understand.  

Kernel 

Density 

Produces 

a 

Visually 

effective.  

Estimation 

(KDE) 

  
 

continuou

s surface 

through 

aggregati

on of 

point data 

within a 

specified 

search 

radius 

Representati

ve of spatial 

distribution 

of crime 

events.  

 No reliance 

on defined 

geographica

l 

boundaries. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Crime mapping and analysis techniques are 

used to find crime hotspot locations. Forecast 

about crime is a tall order; we are not on final 

stage where we define specific events by a 

special offender at specific movement in the 

crime [13]. Using GIS into law enforcement 

has been an important dramatic for crime 

analyst and criminal justice researchers 

[28].To keep crime analysis and decision-

making, we need to recognize the complex 

(spatial) clustering (block) analysis. Hotspot 

provide crime analyst graphics representation 

of crime-related problems. Perceiving where 

and why crimes occur, can improve the 

struggle to fight for crime [15]. 

Using good management hotspot 

techniques we can reduce crime rates. We 

need to follow new technology in the 21st 

century to prohibit crime [20]. Eventually, 

Hotspot mapping and GIS support regional 

and complicated oriented policing GIS and 

Mapping can show the comprehensive 

correlation between the crime, the victim and 

the offenders. Some important facts of GIS 

and Crime mapping are: showing the 

probability and people changes, help in 

resource allocation, combining data from the 

government resources and community, 

providing effective communication tools [14]. 

Whatever approaches makes sense for you, 

applying and studying hotspot into law and 

defense is a twice successful choice [21]. As 

you advance, your own career should make 

important addition for social freedom and 
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order. Think of it as two benefits for one effort 

[16]. 
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